
ABSTRACT: This work designed a non-uniform dynamic mechanical loads (NUDML) system and test data of
mean surface pressure pattern (MSPP), and successfully defined one severity test on PV module that can fulfil the
different wind effect and its environmental factors (e.g., wind velocity V, module tilt α, wind direction angle β). In
addition, result also can evaluate the wind resistance capability of PV module and the quality of related fixed
brackets (or clamps) as well, and meet the application requirements for PV system installed on land or on water.
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V. NUDML+ MSPP4 (61.2 m/s, 30º, 0º)

IV. NUDML+ MSPP3 (61.2 m/s, 30º, 180º)
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When the air flow field followed the independent Reynolds number and
fluid similarity formula, then the pressure coefficients (Cp) will keep the
same value when wind velocity is different. Then MSPP @ (p1- p18) can be
obtained by separating the Δpb distribution on the module surface into 18
zones and averaging them, in addition, multiply by the safety factor (SF).

1) NUDML test system: owns 18 (3x6) independent loads (max. force ±12,000 Pa)
and fulfils the test requirements of MSPP@p1-p18 due to wind effect with different
environmental factors (V, α, β).

2) EL system: EL Z4-PLUS contains 4 high-resolution CCD cameras in NIR
technique, biased current 8 A.

3) I-V system: BERGER Pulsed Solar Simulator, STC: 1000 W/m2, 25º C, AM1.5G
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